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When does spatial resolution become spurious in probabilistic
flood inundation predictions?
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Abstract:

Advances in remote sensing have enabled hydraulic models to run at fine scale resolutions, producing precise flood inundation
predictions. However, running models at finer resolutions increase their computational expense, reducing the feasibility of
running the multiple model realizations required to undertake uncertainty analysis. Furthermore, it is possible that precision
gained by running fine scale models is smoothed out when treating models probabilistically. The aim of this paper is to determine
the level of spatial complexity that is required when making probabilistic flood inundation predictions. The Imera basin, Sicily is
used as a case study to assess how changing the spatial resolution of the hydraulic model LISFLOOD-FP impacts on the skill of
conditional probabilistic flood inundation maps given model parameter and boundary condition uncertainties. We find that model
performance deteriorates at resolutions coarser than 50m. This is predominantly caused by changes in flow pathways at coarser
resolutions which lead to non-stationarity in the optimum model parameters at different spatial resolutions. However, although it
is still possible to produce probabilistic flood maps that contain a coherent outline of the flood extent at coarser resolutions, the
reliability of these maps deteriorates at resolutions coarser than 100m. Additionally, although the rejection of non-behavioural
models reduces the uncertainty in probabilistic flood maps the reliability of these maps is also reduced. Models with resolutions
finer than 50m offer little gain in performance yet are more than an order of magnitude computationally expensive which can
become infeasible when undertaking probabilistic analysis. Furthermore, we show that using deterministic, high-resolution flood
maps can lead to a spurious precision that would be misleading and not representative of the overall uncertainties that are inherent in
making inundation predictions. Copyright © 2015 The Authors Hydrological Processes Published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

There have been a number of high profile flood events
over the last decade throughout the world that have
demonstrated the large damage to the economy and
humanity that flooding can cause (Munich RE, 2014).
Climate change has already been shown to have likely
contributed to extreme flood events (Pall et al., 2011) and
as climate continues to warm (IPCC, 2013) extreme
events are predicted to increase in their frequency and
severity. Consequently research is required to improve
predictions of flood hazard in order to help mitigate
against significant flood events in the future. Over the last
decade, the increased availability of high-resolution
topographic and validation data collected through remote
sensing and field survey (Bates, 2004, 2012) has helped to
improve hydraulic models and allow them to be
scrutinized and validated more rigorously. However,
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subsequent flood hazard predictions remain subject to
large amounts of uncertainty, and it is vital that we
improve our knowledge of the impact uncertainties have
in order to inform more effective decision making both in
the present and future.

Flood inundation modelling

There are many methods available to assess flood
hazard; the most common being flood frequency analysis
(Blazkova and Beven, 2009a; Merz and Thieken, 2009)
and flood inundation modelling (for example Bates and
De Roo, 2000; Mignot et al., 2006; Yu and Lane, 2006;
Fewtrell et al., 2008; Neal et al., 2011). Hydraulic models
allow spatial predictions of flood inundation to be made
and studies have applied such models in both rural and
urban environments and for a variety of floods, including
fluvial, coastal and pluvial (Bates and De Roo, 2000;
Horritt and Bates, 2001a; Mignot et al., 2006; Yu and
Lane, 2006; Fewtrell et al., 2008; Purvis et al., 2008; Neal
et al., 2011; Sampson et al., 2012; Falter et al., 2013;
Quinn et al., 2013; Tarpanelli et al., 2013). The primary
iley & Sons Ltd.
ribution License, which permits use, distribution and reproduction in any
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data required to run and validate hydraulic models are
topography, boundary conditions and validation data. The
topography of a region is typically collected through
remote sensing and defined as elevation points in a Digital
Elevation Model (DEM). Light Detection and Ranging
(LiDAR) technologies have allowed surface elevation
data to be measured with a horizontal resolution of less
than 0.5m with very small vertical errors (±0.15m).
Representing topography at such fine resolutions allows
very precise predictions of inundation to be made which
has helped to improve the skill of urban scale inundation
modelling (Fewtrell et al., 2008; Neal et al., 2011;
Aronica et al., 2012). Boundary conditions required by
hydraulic models are typically discharge data, tidal data
or point sources of flood waters, for example a burst pipe.
A variety of data exist to help quantify how well

hydraulic models perform, including discharge data
which allow the peak discharge and time to peak
discharge to be assessed (Aronica et al., 1998), satellite
images of flood extent which are used to delineate the
inundation shoreline change over time (e.g. Tarpanelli
et al., 2013), variable inferrometric radar observations of
water elevation (Jung et al., 2012), observations of water
level from marks left on structures and wrack marks
found along the boundary of the flood extent (Werner
et al., 2005; Neal et al., 2009, 2011; Parkes et al., 2013).
The use of observed water depths to constrain hydraulic
models has been shown to improve the reliability and skill
of hydraulic models used for flood risk assessments and
aid constraining parametric uncertainty (Werner et al.,
2005; Neal et al., 2009, 2011; Stephens et al., 2012),
whilst the use of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery
even at coarse resolutions has been shown to improve the
calibration of hydraulic models (Tarpanelli et al., 2013).
The availability of validation data allows competing
models to be compared with one another and therefore
permits the quantification of the impact of uncertainties
on model predictions.
Uncertainty in flood inundation modelling

Despite the increase in data availability, predictions of
flood hazard continue to be subject to a number of
uncertainties. Improving our understanding of these
uncertainties is vital to allow informed flood risk decision
making that reflects the inherent uncertainties. These
uncertainties can be classified as either aleatory or
epistemic. Aleatory uncertainties exist as a result of the
randomness of systems and processes (Beven et al.,
2011a). One way of estimating them is to assess the
probability of event recurrences using flood frequency
analysis (Merz and Thieken, 2009). Epistemic uncer-
tainties are attributable to the imperfect knowledge of the
processes and systems being modelled (Beven et al.,
Copyright © 2015 The Authors Hydrological Processes Published by John
2011a). Although it can be difficult to quantify these
uncertainties, it is important that they are considered as
they may contribute the greatest error to model predictions.
Bayesian techniques have been used to try to quantify

epistemic uncertainties (Hall et al., 2011); however, these
techniques may not always be appropriate because of the
structured and non-stationary nature of these uncertainties
(Beven et al., 2011b). There are alternative, less formal
approaches available to quantify the affect epistemic
uncertainties have on predictions. One example is the
Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation (GLUE)
methodology (Beven and Binley, 1992) which is a method
that has been commonly utilized in hydrology (Aronica
et al., 1998, 2002; Beven and Freer, 2001; Romanowicz
and Beven, 2003; Blazkova and Beven, 2009b). Another
approach is sensitivity analysis, which has been used to
understand the dominant uncertainties in predicting flood
hazards (Hall et al., 2005, 2009; Pappenberger et al., 2008).
Some of the epistemic uncertainties that studies have

attempted to quantify using the GLUEmethodology include
boundary condition uncertainty (Di Baldassarre and
Montanari, 2009; Domeneghetti et al., 2013), the choice
or structure of model used to produce flood hazard outputs
(Hunter et al., 2008; Neal et al., 2012), the parameteriza-
tion of the model (Aronica et al., 2002) and SAR data used
for model validation (Di Baldassarre et al., 2009; Stephens
et al., 2012).
The variation in flood hazard predictions caused by

epistemic uncertainties means that within the bounds of
the epistemic uncertainties, there are multiple plausible
model realizations. Any predictions should account for
this equifinality (Beven and Freer, 2001; Beven, 2006) by
considering multiple acceptable models of the system
(Aronica et al., 2002) rather than choosing a singular
‘best performing’ simulation. Furthermore, the non-
stationary elements of these uncertainties mean that when
future scenarios are applied to a range of acceptable
models, their solutions can diverge giving multiple future
scenarios which may not have been apparent when
analysing the deterministic simulation alone (Cloke et al.,
2013; Smith et al., 2014). Consequently, making
deterministic high-resolution predictions of flood hazard
that do not consider the underlying inherent uncertainties
can result in model output that is spuriously precise
(Dottori et al., 2013).
Incorporating high-resolution topography when
quantifying epistemic uncertainties

The incorporation of high-resolution topography facil-
itates an improved representation of the wetting and
drying processes (Neal et al., 2011) and allows smaller
features, for example buildings and kerbs to be explicitly
included in the DEM (Fewtrell et al., 2008, 2011a).
Wiley & Sons Ltd. Hydrol. Process. 30, 2014–2032 (2016)
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However, incorporating high-resolution topography in-
creases the computational expense of model simulations
as a result of a higher number of calculations and lower
stable time step required to ensure numerical stability.
Typically this means that halving the grid resolution
increases the run time by an order of magnitude, meaning
that running numerous simulations at high resolutions to
quantify effective prediction uncertainties may not always
be feasible. This becomes a particularly important
consideration when multiple simulations are required for
a probabilistic analysis. For example calculating flood
risk as a result of possible dike breaches (Apel et al.,
2009a) or cascading uncertainties for future predictions of
flood risk from an ensemble of driving climate data
(Smith et al., 2014) requires many model realizations.
Additionally it may not always be necessary to use the
most complex hydraulic model possible (Apel et al.,
2009b). Consequently it is clear that when undertaking
probabilistic analysis a trade-off must be made between
model complexity and the number of model realizations
simulated.
Modellers have explored a number of approaches to

reduce computation time. These include running models
with a spatially variable timestep (Sanders, 2008), using
models with reduced physics (Horritt and Bates, 2001b;
Bates et al., 2010; Neal et al., 2012), applying a correction
to coarse resolution simulations using a smaller subset of
high-resolution model simulations (Néelz et al., 2007),
splitting the topography into larger zones around topo-
graphic depressions (Gouldby et al., 2008; L’homme
et al., 2008; Falter et al., 2013; Jamieson et al., 2012), or in
urban regions, using alternative methods of representing
urban structures, such as adjusting the friction parameter
or using a porosity based approach to replicate buildings
as opposed to using high-resolution topography (Dottori
and Todini, 2013). A commonly used methodology to
reduce simulation time is to run models at coarser spatial
resolutions. However previous studies that have analysed
how predictions of flood inundations are influenced by the
spatial resolution of the model have primarily only looked
at the effect on deterministic simulations (Horritt and
Bates, 2001a; Yu and Lane, 2006; Fewtrell et al., 2008).
Horritt and Bates (2001a) found for a study on the Severn
catchment that model performance increased as resolution
became finer up to a resolution of 100m where
performance gain plateaued. In this study model perfor-
mance was assessed against flood extent and floodwave
travel time, rather than against water levels which has
previously been shown to be a more stringent and robust
assessment of model performance (Stephens et al., 2012;
Stephens et al., 2014). Yu and Lane (2006) find for an
urban environment that although their model is sensitive to
spatial resolution, the effect of parameters can offset the
loss in performance because of resolution. However
Copyright © 2015 The Authors Hydrological Processes Published by John W
Fewtrell et al. (2008) found that for urban areas, the
representation of buildings is important and hence finer
resolutions are required. They also find that the response
of Manning’s friction coefficient to model resolution is
non-stationary; however, they do not evaluate their model
to observed data here.
None of these studies have included an assessment of

the influence of observation uncertainty at different
spatial resolutions in combination with parametric
uncertainty which may lead to interesting changes in
interactions as resolution is coarsened. A previous study
by Savage et al. (2014) that attempted to explore the
effect of spatial resolution probabilistically was limited in
that only a small number of spatial resolutions were
explored where the model performed similarly across
each resolution. Therefore as of yet it is not clear how
coarse the spatial resolution of a hydraulic model can be,
and therefore how much the computational cost of
running simulations can be reduced, without substantially
degrading the performance of the model given the
fuzziness introduced by epistemic uncertainties.

Paper aims

The aim of this study is to evaluate how probabilistic
inundation maps are affected by spatial resolution. The
hydraulic model LISFLOOD-FP (Bates et al., 2010) will
be utilized to simulate the very large flood event that
occurred during 1991 in the Imera basin, Sicily.
LISFLOOD-FP will be used to produce a series of
weighted conditional probability of inundation maps
using the GLUE methodology for different grid scale
resolutions and a commonly applied series of uncertain
boundary conditions. The resultant uncertain predictions
will then be compared for each resolution using a
performance metric that takes into account uncertainties
in observations of water depth that are used to benchmark
model performance. This will allow their changing
predictive skill to be assessed and the limit at which
including more complex topography no longer improves
predictive behaviour to be determined. The results of this
study will inform flood risk decision makers of the level
of topographic complexity necessary to make flood
hazard predictions given inherent uncertainties regarding
the boundary conditions and parameters.
STUDY SITE—IMERA BASIN, SICILY

The Imera basin in Southern Sicily (Figure 1) is over
2000 km2 in size (Aronica et al., 1998) and is a
predominantly rural catchment with the main urban
developments located along the coast. It is through one
of these coastal developments, Licata, where the Imera
River, after flowing through the basin, leaves the southern
iley & Sons Ltd. Hydrol. Process. 30, 2014–2032 (2016)



Figure 1. Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of the Imera basin at a 2 m resolution. The crosses indicate locations of water height observations, the solid
black line is the observed flood extent and the shaded blue region is an outline of the Imera river
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coast and enters the Mediterranean Sea. Towards the
south of the basin just a few kilometres upstream of the
river mouth there is an incomplete venturi flume structure.
The structure was built to divert a proportion of flow
westwards across the Imera plain during large flood
events in order to reduce flooding in Licata. However the
channel was not finished, leaving the structure and a small
area of floodplain storage. The river width in this part of
the basin varies between approximately 20 and 150m,
with a mean width of approximately 90m. Topographic
data for the basin has been collected at a resolution of 2m
by airborne LiDAR flying at an altitude of 2800m. The
surface elevation measurements are subject to a vertical
accuracy of ±0.3m with a maximum vertical error of
±0.75m and a horizontal accuracy of ±0.3m. Although
there are urban regions along the coastal locations, the
basin is predominantly rural.
The flood event that will be used as a case study

occurred on 12 October 1991, where 229mm of rain fell
during 21 hours with a maximum intensity of 56mmh�1

(Aronica et al., 1998), producing widespread flooding and
damage within the Imera basin. Data collected for this
large flood were described by Aronica et al. (1998).
Copyright © 2015 The Authors Hydrological Processes Published by John
Unfortunately the gauge to the north of the venturi flume
was destroyed during the flood; however, a previous
study of this flood event used a hydrograph that was
reproduced from a rainfall runoff model calibrated on
previous rainfall events (Aronica et al., 2002). This
hydrograph, shown in Figure 2, is also utilized for this
study. The validation data available for evaluating model
performance include a map outlining the extent of the
flood and 25 measurements of water depth taken
throughout the basin. Although there was no remotely
sensed data available to determine the full extent of the
flood, field surveys and damage reimbursement data were
used to delineate the flood boundary (Aronica et al.,
1998).
MODEL DESCRIPTION—LISFLOOD-FP

Models of reduced complexity were initially developed as
simpler and more computationally efficient alternatives to
solving the full 2D shallow wave equations. However,
improvements in the computational efficiency of these
models, for example by Bates et al. (2010), have increased
Wiley & Sons Ltd. Hydrol. Process. 30, 2014–2032 (2016)



Figure 2. Hydrograph reconstructed for the 1991 flood event using rainfall
runoff modelling (Aronica et al., 1998). The green line in the middle of the
graph is the base hydrograph; the purple and red lines are the maximum
and minimum perturbations respectively. The remaining perturbed

hydrographs all fall within the shaded region
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the feasibility of performing probabilistic flood risk
analysis at fine scale resolutions.
The hydraulic model that will be utilized here is the 2D

version of LISFLOOD-FP that solves an inertial formu-
lation of the shallow water equations (Bates et al., 2010).
This model is a finite difference model that is explicit in
time and first order in space. LISFLOOD-FP was
designed to be able to use high-resolution DEMs and so
initial developments attempted to simulate dynamic
flood events using a simple physical representation of
the channel and floodplain processes (Bates and
De Roo, 2000).
There have been multiple improvements to

LISFLOOD-FP since its inception (Bates and De Roo,
2000). For example, Hunter et al. (2005) introduced an
adaptive time step version to prevent the model becoming
unstable; however, this resulted in a significant additional
computational cost (Hunter et al., 2006). This led to the
most recent major development of LISFLOOD-FP where
the diffusion wave approximation was replaced by a
simplified version of the shallow water equations
incorporating inertial terms (Bates et al., 2010), a
development that substantially improved the computa-
tional efficiency of running hydraulic simulations. The
model decouples x and y calculations to allow the 1D
shallow water equations that incorporate inertia to be
solved at the boundary between each cell on a raster grid,
allowing a 2D solution to be produced. The equation that
Bates et al. (2010) derived to calculate the amount of
water that flows between cells is:

QtþΔt ¼ qt � ghtflowΔt
Δ htþzð Þ

Δx

1þ gΔtn2 qtj j= htflow

� �7=3
� �Δx (1)
Copyright © 2015 The Authors Hydrological Processes Published by John W
where Q is flow (m3s�1), g is acceleration because of
gravity (ms�1), h is depth (m), n is the Manning’s
coefficient of roughness (sm1/3), q is water flux (m2s�1), t
is time, Δx is cell resolution (m), z is cell elevation (m)
and htflow is the depth that water can flow through between
cells (m). htflow is calculated as the difference between the
highest bed elevation and the highest water surface
elevation (WSE) between two cells.
Incorporating inertial terms without a diffusive term

can cause instabilities for simulations with low Manning’s
n roughness coefficients (Bates et al., 2010). To stabilize
the solution, diffusion can now be introduced in a small
and controlled way by using the diffusive term (θ)
described by de Almeida et al. (2012). This diffusive term
(θ) will be applied to models run with small friction
coefficients that become unstable in order to stabilize their
solutions.
MODELLING STRATEGY

The 2m LiDAR data was resampled using the nearest
neighbour method to create 12 DEMs with 10, 20, 50,
100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450 and 500m
resolutions (Figure 3). This method, which has also been
applied previously (Fewtrell et al., 2008; Neal et al.,
2011), allows original elevation values to be retained at
nodal points and avoids smoothing effects introduced
when resampling the DEM using other methods e.g. taking
the mean of the elevation points. As shown in Table I, the
time taken for a model simulation to run for the Imera
basin at the spatial resolutions used in this study varies
from 10’s of minutes to seconds. This demonstrates how
running models at coarse resolutions can be significantly
less computationally expensive than running them at fine
resolutions.
At resolutions that are coarser than the channel, the

representation of the channel within the DEM will also be
degraded. This means that any observed changes in model
performance would be a result of the poor representation
of both the floodplain and channel at coarser resolutions
The venturi flume is represented at models coarser than
20m (the approximate width of the flume) by introducing
the following weir equation which allows flow to be
restricted through the cell containing the structure in a
consistent and grid scale independent manner:

Q ¼ CL 2gHð Þ1:5 (2)

where C is coefficient of the weir flow (defined as 1.4), g
is acceleration because of gravity (m2s�1), H is water
depth (m) at the upstream of the weir (representing energy
head), L is width (m) of the weir (set to 20m) and Q is
flow (m3s�1). For the 10 and 20m models, the venturi-
flume width is characterized within the DEM.
iley & Sons Ltd. Hydrol. Process. 30, 2014–2032 (2016)



Figure 3. Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) for the a) 10, b) 20, c) 50, d) 100, e) 150, f) 200, g) 250, h) 300, i) 350, j) 400, k) 450 and l) 500m model
resolutions

Table I. Computation time for LISFLOOD-FP simulations at different spatial resolutions

Model resolution 10 20 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500

Simulation run time (min) 50.98 6.00 0.52 0.13 0.12 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10
Number of model cells 523 110 130 613 20 988 5214 2332 1320 832 572 437 320 270 208

Simulations computed on an Intel 3.1 GHz quad-core i7-3770S CPU.

2019WHEN SPATIAL RESOLUTION BECOMES SPURIOUS IN PROBABILISTIC FLOOD MAPS
Aricò et al. (2011) discuss how hydraulic models
without inertia have a low sensitivity to localized
narrowing of flow. However a previous study by Luke
et al. (2015) who use the inertial formulation of
LISFLOOD-FP found that although there are some local
scale inaccuracies associated with flow through a
narrowing location (in their case a defence breach), this
had a minimal impact on the flood dynamics as a whole.
Therefore although we do not model the venturi flume
explicitly, representing the narrowing of flow consistently
at each resolution should be adequate for the aims of
this study.
Copyright © 2015 The Authors Hydrological Processes Published by John
Coarsening a DEM causes small scale topographic
features to be smoothed over and this loss of detail
could represent a key control on model behaviour at
coarse scale grid resolutions. In this study, a 2D model
is used with the channel and topography represented by
the DEM. This means that as the DEM resolution
becomes coarser than the channel, the channel become
less well defined which could alter the flow dynamics of
the model.
To check whether changes in model outputs at different

resolutions are a result of a loss of topographic detail as
opposed to inherent differences in the numerical
Wiley & Sons Ltd. Hydrol. Process. 30, 2014–2032 (2016)
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solution of the model at different grid resolutions,
models run using coarse resolution DEMs were
compared to identical model simulations with the same
underlying topography but with calculations performed
on a 10m grid. It was found that the numerical
differences introduced by performing calculations on
coarser grids have a negligible impact on the maximum
water depths predicted. Importantly, this means that
any differences observed between coarse and fine
models will predominantly be a result of the changing
topography rather than numerical differences introduced
by performing calculations with a different Δx term in
Equation (1).
Discharge measurements have been shown to be

uncertain by at least 40% because of both measurement
uncertainties and rating curve configuration (Di Baldassarre
and Montanari, 2009; McMillan et al., 2012). However,
the lack of gauged data available for this flood event
means there is limited evidence with which to be
objective about the true uncertainties. Therefore, as the
flood was extremely large, the uncertainty of the
hydrograph was represented by making perturbations at
increments of 5% between 50% and 150% to create 21
possible inflow hydrographs that are given equal weighting.
The shape of the hydrographs remains the same for each
realization. This could be treated as a possible conservative
scenario of the likely errors given evidence constraints and
the magnitude of the event.
To represent the uncertainty introduced through the

friction parameters required by the model, simulations are
run with varying friction parameters. In this study the
friction parameter is spatially lumped with separate values
for the channel and floodplain. These friction values are
sampled systematically with an interval of 0.01, with the
channel friction coefficients varied between 0.02 and 0.1
and the floodplain friction coefficients varied between
0.02 and 0.2. This results in 171 possible combinations of
friction parameters. These parameter ranges were used for
a previous study on this catchment (Aronica et al., 2002)
and are wide enough to explore whether the parameter
values that give optimum model performance are non-
stationary with respect to spatial resolution changes
(Fewtrell et al., 2008) and to different magnitude flows
(Cloke et al., 2013).
Models are simulated for each possible parameter

combination and each inflow perturbation. For each
spatial resolution there are therefore a total of 3591
simulations. Initially all models were simulated without
the introduction of the diffusive term (θ); however, the
term was introduced with a value of 0.9 for the 10 and 20m
models that had a channel friction coefficient of 0.02 as
these simulations produced large mass errors as a result of
instabilities. Subsequently, the mass error for all simula-
tions is negligible.
Copyright © 2015 The Authors Hydrological Processes Published by John W
Quantifying validation data uncertainty

Like all hydrological data (McMillan et al., 2012),
uncertainties contained within the observational data used
to constrain model performance in this study are subject
to error. However, by combining newer data such as high-
resolution LiDAR with older observations it is possible to
quantify likely error bounds of these data, allowing a fair
assessment of model performance to be made.
Intersecting the 2m Lidar data with the inundation
shoreline that was delineated post event (Aronica et al.,
2002) revealed that the gradient of WSE along some
sections of the shoreline was implausibly steep. Given
that the use of WSEs to assess model performance has
been shown to allow improved diagnostic analysis
(Mason et al., 2009), it was decided to use the water
depth observations to rank competing models.
It is important that the uncertainty of the observational

data is accounted for in any analysis. For observations of
water depth, uncertainty consists of both horizontal and
vertical components. The horizontal uncertainty is the
uncertainty of the measurement location, whilst the
vertical uncertainty is the uncertainty of the measurement
itself and of the mark representing a maximum water
depth. For example, capillary action or ponding of flood
waters could lead to water marks that are misrepresen-
tative of the actual maximum water depth at a location.
The location of the observational water depth data for

the Imera flood event was determined using a map rather
than by GPS meaning that the exact location of the
measurement is uncertain. To assess this uncertainty, the
data were intersected with the 2m LiDAR data and a
structure overlay to determine possible locations where
the water depth marks were measured. Maximum and
minimum horizontal uncertainty bounds of the measured
WSE were then calculated by adding possible surface
elevations to water depth measurements.
The vertical uncertainty of water depth measurements

has previously been estimated to be in the region of ±0.5m
(Fewtrell et al., 2011b). This was for an urban flood event
in Carlisle where wrack and water marks were measured
using differential Global Positioning Systems (GPS). The
small sample size of observational data for the Imera flood
event makes it difficult to quantify the vertical uncertainty
of the observations; therefore, this study will use an
approximate estimation of the vertical uncertainty to be
±0.5m. The horizontal, vertical and LiDAR uncertainty
(±0.30m) were combined to construct the upper and lower
uncertainty ranges of the WSE at each of the locations
where observational water depth data exists.

Performance metric

Epistemic errors are rarely unstructured errors of normal
distribution with a zero mean (Beven et al., 2011b),
iley & Sons Ltd. Hydrol. Process. 30, 2014–2032 (2016)



Figure 4. Boxplots ofmodel performance grouped bymodel resolution. The
centre of the boxes represents the 50th percentile of the range of simulation
scores for each model resolution. The top and bottom of the boxes represent
the 75th and 25th percentiles so that the scores in the box represent the inter
quartile range (IQR). The whiskers of the boxes contain any other model
simulation scores that are greater or less than those contained within the
boxes up to a maximum of distance of 1.5 times the IQR away from the
nearest quartile. Any scores exceeding this distance away from the box are

classified as an outlier and are represented as a dot on the graph
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and given the uncertainties discussed previously it is
very unlikely that the WSE errors described in this study
would meet the underlying assumptions required by
commonly used metrics, for example the root mean
squared error (RMSE) metric. In hydrology there are a
number of approaches that have used fuzzy metrics that
allow the inclusion of observational uncertainties into the
assessment of model performance (Siebert and
Mcdonnell, 2002; Freer et al., 2004; Beven, 2006). These
methods have advantages for defining whether a model
simulation is behavioural or not as model predictions that
do not fit within defined limits of acceptability are
classified as non-behavioural. However although, we
have used the best data available to encapsulate the
observational uncertainties, we cannot be 100% confident
that the bounds represent the absolute limits of uncer-
tainty. This means that it would be unfair to require a
model to fit all of the observational points within the
ranges described above (i.e. to employ strict limits within
our acceptability framework).
The uncertainties used to construct the WSE uncer-

tainty bounds are independent of one another; hence,
treating these uncertainties as additive errors would
represent a worst case scenario. It is unlikely that the
true error of a WSE observation will be constructed at the
limits of each of these uncertainties at the same time. We
have therefore used a performance metric based on a
monotonically increasing triangular function whereby a
model is given a score for each of the observed WSE
observations such that the model scores 0 if the predicted
WSE is at the mid-point of the observational uncertainty
bounds, +1 if the predicted WSE is equal to the upper
bound and �1 if the predicted WSE is equal to the lower
bound:

Point score ¼ Modelled WSE � Observed WSE mid-point
0:5 Observed WSE upper bound � Observed WSE lower boundð Þ

(3)

This function monotonically increases linearly so that if
a modelled WSE is equal to two times the difference
between the uncertainty bound and mid-point it will score
±2. The mean of the absolute scores for each observation
Table II. Model Performance for each resolution using

Resolution (m) 10 20 50 100 150

Minimum fuzzy score 0.72 0.75 0.74 1.06 0.9
Q5 fuzzy score 0.82 0.87 0.79 1.26 1.2
Q25 fuzzy score 0.92 1.01 0.88 1.34 1.3
Q50 fuzzy score 1.03 1.09 1.01 1.42 1.4
Q75 fuzzy score 1.29 1.25 1.17 1.58 1.6
Q95 fuzzy score 2.13 1.78 1.57 2.01 2.0
Maximum fuzzy score 2.76 2.56 2.15 2.44 2.5
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is then taken as the overall performance score for a model
simulation:

Model simulation score ¼ ∑n
i¼1:n

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Point score2i

p
n

(4)

where n is the number of observations. If a model predicts
that there is no water in a location where there was an
observation, the WSE was taken from the nearest cell
where water was present, using the method described by
Neal et al. (2009). Using this approach avoids the model
being given a score limited by the difference between the
lower bound and the surface elevation at an observation
location if no water is predicted at that location, which
would make the metric insensitive when the model
significantly underestimates flood extent. At coarser
resolutions where two or more observations occasionally
fall into the same grid cell, the range for the horizontal
uncertainty is obtained by taking the maximum and
minimum WSEs from these observations and combining
uncertain boundary conditions and model parameters

200 250 300 350 400 450 500

8 1.03 0.89 1.09 1.01 0.98 1.45 1.07
3 1.28 1.31 1.25 1.33 1.15 1.58 1.15
3 1.43 1.43 1.39 1.40 1.54 1.71 1.33
2 1.54 1.51 1.49 1.50 1.84 1.83 1.53
4 1.73 1.68 1.67 1.71 2.18 2.04 1.78
9 2.24 2.10 2.14 2.16 2.72 2.52 2.21
0 3.01 2.86 2.64 2.56 3.18 2.97 2.67
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them to give a wider range from which the mid-point for
this set of observations is taken. This means that coarse
models are not unfairly penalized by having to fit two
separate observations from one model grid cell prediction.

Removing disinformative data

Even after the error characterization procedures
identified above, it can still be the case that patterns in
the observational data are not what would be expected.
For example, erroneously large gradients between
maximum WSEs could indicate that some of the
observational data may be disinformative. Such behaviour
is physically unrealistic over such small distances and
consequently should be rejected. To identify an observa-
tion as erroneous the difference between the WSE ranges
at this location need to significantly larger or smaller than
nearby observations, such that the water surface slope
between two observations is implausible. The minimum
difference in WSE was calculated for each possible pair
of observations, given their associated uncertainty
bounds. These differences were then split into bins based
on the distances between the two observations and the
Figure 5. Boxplots of model performance grouped by inflow boundary condit
300, i) 350, j) 400, k) 450 and l) 500m model resolutions. The centre of the
each model resolution. The top and bottom of the boxes represent the 75th an
range (IQR). The whiskers of the boxes contain any other model simulation s
maximum of distance of 1.5 times the IQR away from the nearest quartile. A

outlier and are represented
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mean taken for each 200m distance and plotted. The
gradient through this line represents an estimate of what the
mean observed water surface slope was for this flood event.
If the water surface slope between two observations is
greater than two times the gradient then the observations
were highlighted as potentially disinformative. Conse-
quently, observations 1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 12 and 14 were
classified as erroneous and removed from the analysis,
leaving 18 observations from which model performance
was evaluated against.

Reliability of probabilistic inundation maps

The performance metric described above will allow the
assessment of how the performance of individual
simulations changes with spatial resolution. However this
alone does not allow the assessment of the subsequent
impact on the skill of the conditional probabilistic
inundation maps produced. One method utilized by
Horritt (2006) and Stephens and Bates (2015) that allows
a comparison between probabilistic inundation maps is to
calculate the reliability of these maps. Horritt (2006) does
this by aggregating the uncertainty in the inundation maps
ion perturbation for the a) 10, b) 20, c) 50, d) 100, e) 150, f) 200, g) 250, h)
boxes represents the 50th percentile of the range of simulation scores for
d 25th percentiles so that the scores in the box represent the inter quartile
cores that are greater or less than those contained within the boxes up to a
ny scores exceeding this distance away from the box are classified as an
as a dot on the graph
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and the observed flood extent to assess whether the
uncertainty predicted reflects the proportion of cells
inundated in an area. For example if the probabilistic
inundation map predicts that there is an 80% chance of
flooding, then to be reliable 80% of the cells should be
observed as flooded. Stephens and Bates (2015) use a
similar approach but using predictions of WSEs. Here
they take the Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of
the predicted WSEs at each observation location and
assess where in the PDF the observation lies. They split
the PDFs into bins every 10% and, for a reliable
probabilistic prediction, would expect 10% of the
observations to fall within the 0–10% bin, 10% of the
observations to fall in the 10–20% bin and so forth. In this
study we assess model performance on WSEs rather than
flood extent and have therefore applied an adapted
version of the methodology presented by Stephens and
Bates (2015) to assess the reliability of our inundation
maps. Our approach differs to Stephens and Bates (2015)
in that we account for the uncertainty in our observations
in our cumulative frequency plots and use larger bin sizes.
First the distribution of predicted WSEs is taken for

each observation at each resolution. Then the location of
the upper and lower bounds and the mid-point of the
observed WSE in the probability distribution is deter-
mined at each location. The probability distribution is
Figure 6. Model simulation score for unperturbed inflows at the a) 10, b) 20
500m model resolutions. A lower score and lighter colour indicate bette

perform
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split into five bins: 0–20%, 20–40%, 40–60%, 60–80%
and 80–100%. For each of the upper bound, lower bound
and mid-point, the number of observations that fall into
each bin is determined. If the predictions of WSE are
perfectly reliable we would expect 20% of observations to
fall into each bin and would expect the uncertainty plume
to fully encapsulate the 1:1 line of the cumulative
frequency plot produced from this analysis. The location
of the uncertainty bounds on the y axis at x=0 indicates
the percentage of observations that fall outside the lower
bound of the WSE probability distribution function
(Stephens and Bates, 2015). Subtracting the y axis value
of the uncertainty bound from 100 at x=100 indicates the
percentage of observations that fall outside the upper
bound of the WSE probability distribution function
(Stephens and Bates, 2015). We will assess the reliability
of the conditional probability of inundation maps
produced for each spatial resolution.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Model performance and sensitivities

The best performing simulations across all 3591
simulations, encapsulating uncertainty in the boundary
conditions and parameters, occur for the 10, 20 and 50m
, c) 50, d) 100, e) 150, f) 200, g) 250, h) 300, i) 350, j) 400, k) 450 and l)
r performance, whilst a higher score and darker colour indicate worse
ance
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resolution models (Table II). Model performance de-
creases and the inter quartile range (IQR) shifts upwards
as resolution coarsens beyond 50m (Figure 4). Despite an
increase in computational cost by over an order of
magnitude (Table I), there is very little performance gain
when running models with resolutions finer than 50m.
When breaking down model performance for each
resolution by boundary condition perturbation (Figure 5)
it can be seen that for the finer resolutions, the greatest
variance of model performance occurs for the extreme
perturbations. However, as the resolution coarsens the
region of least variation, demonstrated by the small IQR,
shifts towards the smallest inflows (i.e. 50% perturbation).
Furthermore, model performance for our best estimate of
discharge is greatest at the finest resolution and as the
model resolution degrades, the models produce a poorer set
of simulations. This demonstrates that at coarser resolu-
tions, the loss of topographic detail influences the model’s
sensitivity to boundary condition which is non-stationary
across different model resolutions.
As shown in Figure 6 for unperturbed flows, the model

sensitivity to friction parameters is also non-stationary
Figure 7. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) plots showing predicted
uncertainty associated with
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with respect to model resolution. At fine resolutions the
model is predominantly sensitive to channel friction but
becomes sensitive to floodplain friction at coarser
resolutions. It is also noticeable that only the 10 to 50m
resolution models have a relatively L-shaped sensitivity
response pattern that is typical of two parameter hydraulic
models (Horritt and Bates, 2001b; Aronica et al., 2002;
Werner et al., 2005; Jung et al., 2012) and caused by
trade-offs between the channel and floodplain friction
coefficients.
The reasons behind the marked shift in model

performance and changes in parameter sensitivity for
models coarser than 50m can be explored further by
comparing the predicted WSEs at the observation
locations for the different spatial resolutions. For the
majority of observations, the finest resolution models tend
to predict lower WSEs and the coarsest models tend to
predict the highest (Figure 7). The fact that these changes
in performance and sensitivity occur after the spatial
resolution is degraded to resolutions coarser than 50m
corresponds with the resolution beyond which the channel
can no longer by adequately represented within the DEM.
WSEs for each model resolution. The shaded area in each graph is the
that WSE observation
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This signifies that the degradation of the channel at
coarser resolutions causes a greater proportion of flow to
spill onto the floodplain than in the finer resolution
models, increasing the modelled floodplain water depths
and velocities. The increase in water depths leads to
poorer model performance, whilst the increase in
floodplain flow velocity increases the sensitivity to the
floodplain friction coefficient. This is because frictional
force is proportional to the square of velocity multiplied
by the Manning’s friction coefficient.
The increase in floodplain water depths at coarser

resolutions caused by the poorer channel representation
also explains why the coarser models tend to perform
better for lower flows (Figure 5). At the unperturbed or
larger flows there is too much water spilling onto the
floodplain which leads to poor performance metric scores
Figure 8. Model simulation score for the 10m models with boundary conditio
of the base hydrograph. A lower score and lighter colour indicate better perfor
As the inflow perturbation increases through a–u the area of optimal model pe
broadly the same sensitivity to the friction parameters for most perturbations

sensitive at lower fr
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as the model is over predicting the WSE at observation
locations. However, as this is not a problem for the finer
resolution models where the channel is adequately
represented, the model performance at fine resolutions is
better for our best estimate of discharge. Degrading the
spatial resolution of topography can therefore have a
major control on the behaviour and performance of
hydraulic models particularly when the channel is defined
within the DEM.
If we fix the spatial resolution at the finest resolution

(10m), we find that model parameters are also sensitive to
the boundary condition perturbation (Figure 8), with the
best performance for lower flows requiring higher channel
friction coefficients and the best performance for higher
flows requiring lower floodplain or channel friction
coefficients. This is because at low flows, the model
n perturbations of the inflow hydrographs ranging from a) 50% to u) 150%
mance, whilst a higher score and darker colour indicate worse performance.
rformance shifts from the top right of the plot to the left. The model retains
except for the extreme small perturbations where the model becomes more
iction coefficients
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needs to slow the channel flow with high friction
coefficients to force more of the water onto the floodplain,
whilst at high flows, the friction coefficient needs to be
lower for both the channel and floodplain to increase the
propagation speed of the flood wave to reduce the peak
water depths. Despite this compensating behaviour, the
shape of the sensitivity plots remains broadly similar
suggesting that the model’s sensitivity to friction
parameters remains constant for a given model resolution
despite different magnitude events. This also demon-
strates that the parameter sensitivities vary in a consistent
manner that reflects their physical basis.
However, the fact that the model can compensate for

larger and smaller inflow perturbations and still produce
similar levels of performance clearly demonstrates that
calibrated friction parameters are completely effective and
can subsume errors in the boundary conditions. Therefore
it is important to collect improved validation data to help
to constrain the number models classified as behavioural
and therefore allow the uncertainty that propagates into
probabilistic flood inundation maps to be reduced. In
particular, time stamped water depth observations would
be extremely beneficial to condition model performance
Figure 9. a) Deterministic maximum water depth and b) conditional probab
resolutions. A conditional probability of 0 represents a 0% chance of inundati

of inundation in a cell. A conditional probabil
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and reduce the model’s ability to compensate for large
and small flows in this way.
Deterministic versus probabilistic flood maps

Although the changing skill of a model can be assessed
by analysing performance metrics, maps of predicted
spatial inundation are useful tools to understand how
model behaviour changes at different resolutions. To
produce conditional probability of inundation maps, we
use a method utilized in precious studies (for example
Aronica et al., 2002) where model predictions of
maximum water depth are converted into a binary index.
A cell is classified as 1 if the cell is wet (defined as a
maximum water depth equal to or greater than 0.10m)
and 0 if the cell is dry (defined as a maximum water depth
of less than 0.10m). Each model is given a weighting,
defined as the inverse of the performance metric, meaning
that the best performing models are given a greater
weighting. The weighted model outputs are then
combined to produce conditional probability of inunda-
tion maps where a cell with a score of 1 indicates a 100%
likelihood of flooding, 0 indicates 0% likelihood of
ility of inundation maps for the 10, 20, 50, 100, 150 and 200m model
on in a cell, whilst a conditional probability of 1 represents a 100% chance
ity of 50% indicates the greatest uncertainty
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flooding and 0.5 (or 50% probability) represents the
maximum uncertainty.
The conditional probability of inundation maps are

presented alongside deterministic inundation maps
(Figures 9 and 10), defined as the best performing
simulation for each model resolution. From these maps it
can be seen that for each model resolution there are areas
within the flood extent where flooding is uncertain.
Furthermore, there are areas where the 10m deterministic
model has precisely identified regions that will not flood
but where the probabilistic models have identified a
possibility of flooding. This shows that using a deter-
ministic flood maps to inform decisions would be
misleading and not representative of the overall uncer-
tainties that are inherent in making these inundation
predictions. At fine resolutions the added precision of the
deterministic flood maps could lead to increased confi-
dence in their detail and subsequently lead to spurious
decision making.
The deterministic and probabilistic flood extent bound-

aries are broadly similar for the finer resolution models;
however, it is clear from Figures 9 and 10 that the
Figure 10. a) Deterministic maximum water depth and b) conditional probab
resolutions. A conditional probability of 0 represents a 0% chance of inundati

of inundation in a cell. A conditional probabil
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deterministic maps appear to break after 100m where for
some of the coarser models the deterministic solutions fail
to reproduce the flooding to the west of the domain.
Despite this the probabilistic maps for even the coarsest
resolutions are still able to produce a coherent flood
outline that is comparable to the finer resolution models.
Some of the probabilistic flood maps at coarser
resolutions do however have different certainties of
inundation to the finer resolution maps, with the coarser
models tending to produce a higher certainty of
inundation to the East of the domain and lower to the
West which is likely to be caused by the increase in
floodplain flow at coarser resolutions that was discussed
previously. It is also clear that resampling topography to
coarse resolutions can significantly alter model behaviour,
as demonstrated by the 400m flood maps where it is
shown that the flood does not reach the sea in the South
West corner of the domain.
To assess whether the skill in the inundation maps

changes as resolution coarsens, reliability plots were
produced (Figure 11). From Figure 11 we can see that for
the 10, 20, 50 and 100m resolutions, the 1:1 gradient line
ility of inundation maps for the 250, 300, 350, 400, 450 and 500m model
on in a cell, whilst a conditional probability of 1 represents a 100% chance
ity of 50% indicates the greatest uncertainty
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falls within the uncertainty range of the reliability plot.
This means that the observed WSEs are evenly distributed
within the modelled WSE PDFs, therefore indicating the
probabilistic inundation predictions at these resolutions to
be reliable. However as the resolution coarsens, the
reliability decreases as the 1:1 gradient line is not fully
encapsulated by the uncertainty plume. Furthermore the
uncertainty plume of the observed WSE percentile is less
than 1 at x=100 for some resolutions, indicating there are
observations that fall outside of the predicted PDF of the
models. However this degradation is non-linear, for
example the 400m resolution model produces a more
reliable probabilistic inundation map than the 350m
resolution model. This demonstrates that although the
inundation extent predicted by probability of inundation
maps remains broadly consistent for each spatial
Figure 11. Reliability of probabilistic inundation maps for the a) 10, b) 20, c)
model resolutions. The solid blue line represents the midpoint of the observed
calculated by taking the upper and lower uncertainty bounds of the observed

should be fully encapsula
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resolution (Figures 9 and 10), the reliability of the
uncertainties predicted within the maps are non-stationary
with resolution and degrade at resolutions coarser than 100m.
Up to this point no model simulations have been

rejected as non-behavioural to allow comparisons across
all spatial resolutions; however, often poorer models are
rejected when employing a limits of acceptability
approach within an uncertainty analysis and this can
impact on subsequent predictions. Given that the
uncertainty bounds of the observations are a best estimate,
an appropriate threshold to accept or reject models in this
study would be to classify models that have an overall
simulation score 1 or below as behavioural (Figure 4) and
reject models that score above 1 as non-behavioural. This
means that on average the accepted models fit within the
uncertainty bounds of the observed WSEs. Employing
50, d) 100, e) 150, f) 200, g) 250, h) 300, i) 350, j) 400, k) 450 and l) 500m
water surface elevation (WSE) uncertainty ranges, and the shaded area is
WSE. For perfect reliability the 1:1 gradient shown by the solid grey line
ted by the shaded area
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Figure 12. Conditional probability of inundation maps for the 10, 20 and 50m model resolutions using behavioural simulations. A conditional
probability of 0 represents a 0% chance of inundation in a cell, whilst a conditional probability of 1 represents a 100% chance of inundation in a cell. A

conditional probability of 50% indicates the greatest uncertainty

Figure 13. Reliability of the behavioural probabilistic inundation maps for the a) 10, b) 20 and c) 50m model resolutions. The solid blue line
represents the midpoint of the observed water surface elevation (WSE) uncertainty ranges, and the shaded area is calculated by taking the upper and
lower uncertainty bounds of the observed WSE. For perfect reliability the 1:1 gradient shown by the solid grey line should be fully encapsulated by the

shaded area
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this threshold means that at resolutions coarser than 50m,
only a small amount of simulations would be classified as
behavioural and at the majority of these coarser
resolutions no models would be accepted. Behavioural
probabilistic flood maps were therefore calculated for the
10, 20 and 50m spatial resolutions. These maps produce
very similar flood outlines to the original probabilistic
maps however there are fewer regions of high uncertainty
(Figure 12). This is demonstrated by an increase in the
prominence of dark and light shades of a blue and a
reduction of the mid-shades of blue when compared to the
probabilistic flood maps where all models were accepted
(Figure 9).
However, a consequence of this sample size reduction

is that the probabilistic flood maps become less reliable.
Figure 13 shows that for the 10 and 20m models, there
are observations that lie outside of the lower end of the
predicted PDF. This shows that the subset of behavioural
models at these resolutions over predict WSEs at the
observation locations in comparison to when including
the full range of model simulations (Figure 11). Although
the 50m reliability plot for behavioural simulations
Copyright © 2015 The Authors Hydrological Processes Published by John
indicates that the probabilistic map is reliable, there is a
marked shift for all three resolutions where the mid-
point line and uncertainty plumes of the reliability plots
(Figure 13) become much shallower than when all
simulations are considered (Figure 11). This indicates that
fewer observations fall within the predicted PDF of WSEs,
reducing the reliability of the behavioural probabilistic
flood maps. Consequently, decisions made based on a
probabilistic inundation map composed using a subset of
possible model realizations may be mistakenly over-
confident in their nature. Modellers should therefore
consider carefully the process of eliminating non-behavioural
model simulations.
CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have assessed how changing the resolution
of a hydraulic model with uncertain parameters and
boundary conditions impacts on conditional probabilistic
maps of flood inundation. We have presented a metho-
dology that assesses the uncertainty of observational
Wiley & Sons Ltd. Hydrol. Process. 30, 2014–2032 (2016)
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data, removes those that are disinformative and have
constructed a performance metric that accounts for these
uncertainties in a consistent manner.
We have demonstrated for this study that the skill of

the deterministic simulations degrades at resolutions
coarser than 50m. This is predominantly caused by the
channel being poorly represented within the DEM at
coarser resolutions, leading to increased floodplain water
depths and flow velocities which subsequently results in
poorer model performance and changes in parameter
sensitivity. However, there is very little performance
gained by running simulations of a large rural flood event
at resolutions finer than 50m and doing so will incur
unnecessary additional computational cost.
Furthermore, it has been shown that using fine

resolution models deterministically can lead to spuriously
precise flood predictions that do not represent the
uncertainty that is inherent in making flood inundation
predictions, as demonstrated by the probabilistic flood
maps. The ability to run models at coarser resolutions
represents a significant computational benefit with
simulation run time typically decreasing by an order of
magnitude for a doubling of the resolution. This becomes
important when there is limited computational resource
and when multiple simulations are required for probabi-
listic analysis. It would therefore be more beneficial for a
decision maker to spend their computational resource
producing probabilistic flood maps at coarser resolutions
rather than deterministic flood maps at a finer resolutions.
However, although the delineation of flood extent is
similar for the probabilistic maps at different resolutions,
the reliability of these probabilistic inundation maps
deteriorates when the spatial resolution is coarsened
beyond 100m. Additionally, removing non-behavioural
models reduces the uncertainty in the probabilistic flood
maps; however, doing so also reduces the reliability of
these maps which could lead to overconfident decision
making.
Although the model’s sensitivity to parameters remains

broadly similar for different inflow perturbations
reflecting the physical basis of the parameters, the fact
that the optimum model performance in the parameter
space shifts demonstrates the ability of the parameters to
subsume errors in the boundary conditions. Consequently
there is a need to collect high quality spatially variable
and temporally defined water depth observational data
that will help in validating hydraulic models and
constraining model parameters and boundary conditions.
Future work should explore whether similar conclusions
are relevant in an urban environment, for example as
Fewtrell et al. (2008) did for deterministic models.
What is clear from this study is that flood maps are

uncertain, and presenting these as error-free and deter-
ministic is highly misleading and may lead to either
Copyright © 2015 The Authors Hydrological Processes Published by John W
over-confidence or poor decision making. We also need
to continue developing improved methodologies that
incorporate uncertain flood information into decision
making and train a new generation of risk managers who
are capable of using more sophisticated probabilistic risk
information.
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